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_spread_for_thesis_publication_
vertical city
This thesis project looks at the projection of Amazon’s patent drawings for vertical fulfill-
ment centers and speculates on their design to evolve into a significant typology in the 
present day.
In June of 2017, Amazon released one of their most compelling patents, a multi-level fulfill-
ment center with a beehive structure for Unmanned Aerial Vehicles. The release of drawings 
made international news. These could change the way distribution centers are perceived and 
designed. Amazon is the world’s largest online retailer. In 2017, Amazon had 300 million 
users worldwide. Rapid growth has enabled Amazon to expand to different continents and 
forced them to open new fulfillment centers globally. In North America, there are more than 
75 fulfillment centers, with plans to open more. Amazon has also developed new ideas and 
patents for technology that can be implemented in their fulfillment centers. 
Warehouses as distribution centers have a complex system in how they operate, heavily influ-
enced by online retailers. Most recently, there have been proposals to incorporate them into 
the urban environment. The development of this type of building within larger cities creates 
an opportunity for architects to become part of its design. Logistics has grown within the new 
technological advances and could be implemented in the urban environment.
This thesis takes Amazon patent drawings as a starting point to speculate about a future in 
which distribution centers take the typology of a skyscraper and become part of a city. The 
new fulfillment center will aim to bring public programs that will interact spatially with the dif-
ferent logistics of the company to create unique relations between them. People will be able 
to experience Amazon and its logistics apart from the computer and in a physical way. The 
vertical fulfillment center, as a city within a city, will become an icon of current times.
the fulfillment center of the future
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“A warehouse is not a treasure trove, but 
an ever-changing station in the flow of 
merchandise”
(Centers for Storage and Distribution, Friedemann Wild)
(Army Logistician, “Modeling the Wholesale Logistics Base” from the book The Rule of  Logistics)
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This thesis project looks at the projection of 
Amazon’s patent drawings for vertical fulfillment 
centers and speculates on their design to evolve 
into a significant typology in the present day.
_WHAT?_
This thesis takes Amazon patent drawings as a starting point to speculate about a future in 
which distribution centers take the typology of a skyscraper and become part of a city. The 
new fulfillment center will aim to bring public programs that will interact spatially with the 
different logistics of the company to create unique relations between them. People will be 
able to experience Amazon and its logistics apart from the computer and in a physical way. 
The vertical fulfillment center, as a city within a city, will become an icon of current times.
_HOW?_
In June of 2017, Amazon released one of their most compelling patents, a multi-level fulfill-
ment center with a beehive structure for Unmanned Aerial Vehicles. The release of drawings 
made international news. These could change the way distribution centers are perceived 
and designed. Amazon is the world’s largest online retailer. In 2017, Amazon had 300 mil-
lion users worldwide. Rapid growth has enabled Amazon to expand to different continents 
and forced them to open new fulfillment centers globally. In North America, there are more 
than 75 fulfillment centers, with plans to open more. Amazon has also developed new ideas 
and patents for technology that can be implemented in their fulfillment centers. 
_WHY?_
Warehouses as distribution centers have a complex system in how they operate, heavily 
influenced by online retailers. Most recently, there have been proposals to incorporate them 
into the urban environment. The development of this type of building within larger cities cre-
ates an opportunity for architects to become part of its design. Logistics has grown within 
the new technological advances and could be implemented in the urban environment.
_thesis_statement_
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_background_
Two books used for main research and background 
were The Rule of  Logistics by Jesse LeCavalier and 
Learning from Logistics from Clara Lyster. Both 
of their research focusing on the analysis and 
application of logistics in the urban environment.
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today
amazon
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Library-style aisles in Amazon’s 
warehouse in Phoenix
Receiving and sorting area in 
warehouse in Leipzig, Germany
Packaging of  products in warehouse in 
Peterborough, England
Amazon is the biggest online retailer making the 
biggest influence in logistics and distribution centers. 
They continually create patents with new technology 
and types of fulfillment centers.


























































Amazon changes the name of distribution center to fulfillment center. Amazon 
expanded immensely in the last decade and that has lead to an increase of 
warehouses. In North America, there are more than 130 fulfillment centers, with 
plans to open more in the next years.
_sketches of  visit_ _fulfillment centers in the US_







_elements of  typical fulfillment center_
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_logistics of  typical fulfillment center_
Its logistics is divided in five stages. The receiving 
area, then stowing, the storage area, picking zone 
and finally shipping. Timing for a product to move 
through all these stages vary depending on public’s 
demand and if  it’s holiday season.
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In June of 2017, Amazon released one of their 
most compelling patents, a multi-level fulfillment 
center with a beehive structure for Unmanned Aerial 
Vehicles. The release of drawings made international 
news.
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_elements of  vertical fulfillment center_
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_logistics of  vertical fulfillment center_
The patents have a detailed description of how 
these towers will operate. The logistics is similar to 
the typical fulfillment center. The first floor will be for 
the receiving area of the items and there will also 
be lockers for those costumers that want to pick up 
their orders. The first levels will be for the storage of 
big items. Levels in between will have medium size 
items and small items. A level specific for drones will 
be placed in between the storage levels.
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_zoom ins_
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_extracts of  original patents_
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amazon
new
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“...A MACHINE TO GENERATE AND 
INTENSIFY DESIRABLE FORMS OF HUMAN 
INTERCOURSE...”
“Definitive Instability: The Downtown Athletic Club” from 
Delirious New York, Rem Koolhaas
Since the new Amazon fulfillment center will be 
designed in the typology of the skyscraper, four 
different skyscrapers were chosen to be analyzed. 
The cities and skyscrapers were chosen based on 
the cities where Amazon has the most influence 
today.
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Pelli Clarke Pelli Architects
Construction started: 2013
Estimated completion: 2018
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city the fulfillment center of the future
This thesis project looks at the projection of Amazon’s patent drawings for 
vertical fulfillment centers and speculates on their design to evolve into a 
significant typology in the present day.
This thesis takes Amazon patent drawings as a starting point to speculate 
about a future in which distribution centers take the typology of a 
skyscraper and become part of a city. The new fulfillment center will aim to 
bring public programs that will interact spatially with the different logistics 
of the company to create unique relations among them. People will be able 
to experience the new Amazon tower and its logistics away from the 
computer and in a physical way. The vertical fulfillment center, as a city 
within a city, will become an icon of current times.
Jessica Casero Lopez
Advisory Group: Ordinary Conditions
Primary Advisor: Nicole McIntosh
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Library-style aisles in Amazon’s warehouse in PhoenixReceiving and sorting area in Leipzig, Germany

































































The Independent Salesforce Tower One VanderbiltVista Tower





Amazon Vertical City will have two components. 
The first one being the fulfillment center and public 
programs. Distribution centers are usually closed to 
the public.
This new fulfillment center will become a vertical city 
which will be situated in a larger city. The vertical 
fulfillment center, as a city within a city, will become 
an icon of current times.
city within a city










 50% off prime membership
 Special deals for students
Prime benefits +
 Newsleter with parenting tips
 20% off baby products
 15% off baby registry discount
0.5% of the price goes to charitable 
organization




















plus add-ons to new membership
Plus benets +
 50% o plus membership
 Special deals for students
 plusstudent special 
events
Plus benets +
 20% o plus membership for 
each family member




_city within a city_ _current amazon membership_
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_proposal of  new amazon membership_
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living visit
amenities activities
long term and short term rentals educational program











long term and short term rentals educational program









The design of the Amazon tower is divided in two 
key components. First, the serial production of the 
programs and then the core and façade design. 













































































































































































































































































































































































_Axon of  public programs_

































_FC + Public Programs_ _Zoom ins of  public programs_


























_FC + Public Programs_ _Zoom ins of  public programs_






















_Mass vs. core diagrams_
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40th Floor Plan
20th Floor Plan
Ground Floor Plan_Section_ _Ground Floor Plan_







_20th Floor Plan_ _40th Floor Plan_
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_Test of  elevations_
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_Final presentation_ _Final models_
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